
We are happy to announce the International Conference on 2nd Edition of Challenges in Global Climate Change & Oceanography scheduled to be held in Paris, France on July 23-24, 2020.

The theme for the Euro Climate Change 2020 is “An Insider’s View of Climate Science for a Sustainable Future”.

Euro Climate Change 2020, a two-day meet, aims to accumulate ardent minds ranging from frontiers to novices to discover, explore and create prospects to gain a greener, safer and cleaner tomorrow.

Our Euro Climate Change conference 2020 focuses to create a medium to connect eminent personalities from different backgrounds of Earth Science including Earth Science, Earth Pollution, Pollution Treatment, Climate Change, Global Warming, Climatology, Marine Geosciences and so on. This not only helps to spark new research ideologies but also craft a network of high profile and skilled people to protect the future.

The additional tracks for this edition of our waste management conference include Effect of 3 R’s on climate change, Renewable energy, Ecology and Ecosystem and much more.


The scientific contributions towards our Paris Euro Climate Change conference are welcome in the form of oral, video, poster presentations/workshops and seminars/ networking sessions/ exhibits. These tracks are designed to reveal and augment the expertise of the attendees.

We truly believe Euro Climate Change 2020 conference to attain greater heights and success.

Euro Climate Change 2020 welcomes all the professionals, professors, students, research and environmental enthusiasts, business delegates to venture into complete Earth Science experience at Paris, France on July 23-24, 2020.

Paris is that the capital town of France usually called town of lights. Paris could be a world-renowned traveller goal with.add up to people of around two.2 million and a school of thought center purpose within the European district. Paris is the second biggest metropolitan territory in Europe sharing fifth of the mixture European people. Paris has established itself as a world-well-known goal of holiday makers, expressions, culture, theory, and science. Paris is notable for its style heavenly, contemporary town composition, parks, landmarks, exquisite food, and exhibition halls. The stream of Seine separates town into 2 sections and is acclaimed for the voyage throughout the time drawing in an exceedingly sizable amount of outdoor travellers. Paris is taken into account because the social capital of the globe with a maritime atmosphere. Amid summer Paris is heat and winter is cool with direct precipitation in entire years build the atmosphere exceptionally beautiful.

Most lovely places to go to in Paris:

- Eiffel Tower
- Notre Dame Cathedral
- Louvre deposit
- 4Champs Elysees / Arc of Triumph
- Cruise on the Seine
- Montmartre
- Palace of Versailles
- The neck of the woods – Luxembourg park
- Moulin Rouge
- Disneyland Paris
- Orsay deposit
- Bateaux-Mouches
- Bateaux Parisiens

The city of Paris is all around related to transport edges, metro, rail, cable cars, and heavier-than-air craft terminal. Open transport is exceptionally useful to wander around Paris. individuals normally transportation framework in Paris are worked by RATP that could be a mix of Subway (Metro), Bus, cable cars and railroad (RER). The railway and open transport area unit exceptionally useful and also the person on foot friendly walkways area unit the
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prodigious mediums to walk round the town. Paris is extremely abundant associated all-round with aviation routes. Charles de Gaulle aerodrome (CDG) is that the principle world passage to Paris, reckoning CDG depot, there are unit totally different heavier-than-air craft terminals like Orly aerodrome (second world air terminal), Beauvais-Tille aerodrome, Paris- lupus erythematosus Bourget aerodrome, and pitched battle Vatry aerodrome.

GET READY FOR Euro Climate Change 2020!
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